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ABSTRACT 14 

The lack of polarity sensing fluorophores with OFF-ON features when increasing the environment 15 

polarity has limited the monitoring of biological processes that involve an increase in local 16 

hydrophilicity. In this work, replacement of a hydroxyl group by a dimethylamino group transformed 17 

solvatochromic ICT naphthalimide- and quinolimide-based fluorophores into reversed solvatochromic 18 

ones, with higher emission in polar than in apolar environments. Excited-state dynamics studies, TD-19 

DFT calculations, X-ray and NMR support the existence of a folded conformation for the 2-20 

(dimethylamino)ethyl chain upon the imide ring in apolar solvents, where the dimethylamino group 21 
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would quench the fluorescence by a PET effect, while in polar solvents the chain has an extended 22 

conformation, where the PET is hindered. These PET fluorophores have given rise to H2O and pH 23 

sensors in organic solvents as well as to bright macrophage cytoplasm imaging probes. 24 

 25 

Keywords:  Fluorescence probes; Naphthalimide derivatives; Quinolimide derivatives; Macrophage 26 

dyes; Off-On water sensors; pH sensors. 27 

 28 

1. Introduction 29 

The 1,8-naphthalimide scaffold is found among the most fruitful structures in the design of 30 

fluorophores with application in the development of fluorescence biosensors, due to its small size and 31 

the ease of tuning the photophysical properties by manipulating its substitution pattern. Thus, 32 

naphthalimide-based fluorophores have found application in pH[1-3], cation[4] and anion[5] 33 

chemosensors, DNA binders and anticancer agents[5, 6] or in biomolecular interaction sensors[7-9] 34 

and cellular imaging agents[6, 8, 10]. Since introduction of a protonatable nitrogen atom into the 1,8-35 

naphthalimide skeleton could red-shift the fluorescence emission and increase water solubility, we 36 

have recently studied and reported the synthesis and photophysical properties of a series of 9-37 

methoxy-quinolimide analogues[11]. These compounds resulted in highly solvatochromic 38 

fluorophores, based on an intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) mechanism.  39 

In contrast to the abundance of ICT-based probes for polarity sensing, that exhibit a marked 40 

decrease in their fluorescence (ON-OFF) upon increasing environment polarity, the number of polarity 41 

OFF-ON sensors is very limited. The scarcity of this type of fluorophores has limited the monitoring 42 

of biological processes that involve an increase in local polarity and justifies the interest of these 43 

probes. Taking into account these precedents, we have studied the effect of introducing a 2-44 

(dimethyl)aminoethyl moiety, able to quench fluorescence by photoinduced electron transfer (PET) [1, 45 
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4, 5, 12, 13], into the imide group of naphthalimide (1a) and quinolimide (1b) scaffolds (Figure 1) and 46 

their comparison with analogues carrying a 2-(hydroxy)ethyl chain 2a and 2b. We have also studied 47 

their applicability for in cellulo imaging in macrophages, obtaining bright cell cytoplasm dyes. 48 

Figure 1. Naphthalimides 1a and 2a and quinolimide analogues 1b and 2b. 49 

2. Experimental Section 50 

2.1. General chemical methods 51 

All reagents were of commercial quality. Solvents were dried and purified by standard methods. 52 

Analytical TLC was performed on aluminum sheets coated with a 0.2 mm layer of silica gel 60 F254. 53 

Silica gel 60 (230-400 mesh) was used for flash chromatography. HPLC-MS was performed on a 54 

Sunfire C18 (4.6×50 mm, 3.5 μm) column at 30°C, with a flow rate of 1 mL/min and gradient of 0.1% 55 

of formic acid in CH3CN (solvent A) in 0.1% of formic acid in H2O (solvent B) was used as mobile 56 

phase. Electrospray in positive mode was used for ionization. NMR spectra were recorded using 57 

Varian Inova or Mercury 400, and Varian Unity 500 spectrometers. The NMR spectra assignments 58 

were based on COSY, HSQC, and HMBC spectra. High resolution mass spectra (HRMS) were 59 

recorded on an Agilent 6520 Q-TOF instrument with an ESI source. MW experiments were carried out 60 

in sealed vessels in a MW Emrys
TM

 Synthesizer (Biotage AB), with transversal IR sensor for reaction 61 

temperature monitoring. UV-visible spectroscopy measurements were made at 25 Cº on a Lambda 35, 62 

Perkin Elmer, UV-vis spectrophotometer; Starna Cells (16.100-Q-10) 100 μL sub-micro cuvette, 1 cm 63 

path length. Steady-state fluorescence emission spectra were performed at 25 Cº either on a 64 

PerkinElmer LS 50B luminescence spectrometer or a JASCO FP-8300 spectrofluorometer equipped 65 
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with a 450 W xenon lamp for excitation; Starna Cells (16.100F-Q-10) 100 μL sub-micro cuvette, 1 cm 66 

path length. 67 

2.2. Synthesis of 5-(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl)-9-methoxy-4H-benzo[de][2,6]naphthyridine-4,6(5H)-68 

dione (1b) 69 

N,N-dimethylethylenediamine (26 μL, 0.24 mmol) was added to a solution of 9-methoxy-4H,6H-70 

pyrano[3,4,5-de]quinoline-4,6-dione[11] (3b) (180 mg, 0.78 mmol) in EtOH (3mL), and this mixture 71 

was heated at 120 ºC under MW irradiation for 1.5 h. Afterwards, the solvent was evaporated to 72 

dryness and the residue was purified by flash chromatography, using 5-25% gradient of MeOH in 73 

CH2Cl2 as eluent, to give the desired quinolimide 1b as a yellow solid (140 mg, 61 %). M.p.  142 ºC. 74 

HPLC-MS (30-95% gradient of A in B, 10 min) tR = 3.08 min. 
1
H-NMR (Cl3CD, 400 MHz) δ: 2.29 [s, 75 

6H,], 2.60 (t, 2H, J = 6.5 Hz), 4.15 (s, 3H), 4.24 (t, 2H, J = 6.5 Hz), 7.21 (d, 1H, J = 8.5 Hz), 8.27 (d, 76 

1H, J = 4.5 Hz), 8.51 (d, 1H, J = 8.5 Hz), 9.14 (d, 1H, J = 4.5 Hz). 
13

C-NMR (Cl3CD, 100 MHz) δ: 77 

38.3, 45.8, 56.9, 57.0, 108.8, 114.7, 123.1, 124.2, 129.7, 133.6, 139.0, 150.5, 160.7, 162.9, 163.5. 78 

HRMS (ESI) m/z: Calc. for  C16H17N3O3 ([M+H]
+
): 300.1270, Found: 300.1272. 79 

2.3. Photophysical  methods 80 

2.3.1. Determination of steady-state photophysical properties 81 

Excitation and emission spectra of compounds were determined for 12 μM solutions in solvents of 82 

diverse polarity. The spectra were recorded between 300 and 690 nm (0.5 nm increments and 0.1 s 83 

integration time) with excitation set at the appropriate excitation wavelength. Slit widths were set to 15 84 

nm for excitation and to 6 or 20 nm for emission, depending on the observed emission intensity. All 85 

the spectra were corrected for background fluorescence by subtracting a blank scan of the solvent 86 

solution. 87 

Fluorescence quantum yield determination.  Fluorescence quantum yields (ΦF) were determined in 88 

solvents of different polarity.   Quinine sulphate dihydrate in 0.1 M H2SO4 (ΦF = 0.55) was used as a 89 

reference. A 12 μM solution of the corresponding fluorophore was compared to a 12 μM solution of 90 
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the standard to assure that the absorbance is less than 0.1 at identical excitation wavelengths. The 91 

following equation (E1) was used to calculate the quantum yield:  92 

(E1) 93 

where x and r denote the sample and standard, respectively, A is the absorption at the excitation 94 

wavelength, I is the integrated fluorescence intensity, and n is the refractive index of the solvent. 95 

Cross-calibration between standards yielded less than 10% error for this method and instrumentation. 96 

2.3.2. Time-resolved fluorimetry 97 

Fluorescence decay traces were recorded using a FluoTime 200 time-resolved spectrofluorimeter 98 

(PicoQuant, Germany) with a pulsed diode laser 375 nm (LDH-375, PicoQuant) working at 10 MHz 99 

of repetition rate. Time resolved Emission Spectra (TRES) is a valuable tool that allow obtain the 100 

emission spectra of compounds with time resolution, which mean reconstruct the emission spectra for 101 

each single time in nanosecond scale. To obtain TRES we recorded decay traces from 395 to 530 nm 102 

with Δλ = 3 nm. Decay traces were fitted to one or two exponential decay components after correction 103 

of the traces for the same instrumental and acquisition time conditions. Finally, TRES spectra were 104 

calculated using equation E2 for total times of 0, 0.5, 0.8, 1, 1.2, 1.5, 3, 5, 8, 10 and 15 nanoseconds.  105 

𝐼𝜆(𝑡) =  ∑ 𝑝𝑖 · 𝑒
−𝑡

𝜏𝑖⁄𝑛
𝑖=1                       (E2) 106 

where Iλ (t) is the time-dependent fluorescence intensity at each wavelength, n is the number or 107 

exponential decay components, pi is the amplitude of each decay component at λ wavelength and τi is 108 

the lifetime of each component.  109 

The species-associated emission spectra (SAEMS) represent the spectral contribution of each 110 

species i to the global fluorescence spectrum. The SAEMS are estimated by equation E3, where Iss,λ is 111 

the corrected fluorescent intensity in the steady-state.  112 

 =   
Ix Ar n

2
xr   

AxIr n
2
r   
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𝐼𝑖,𝜆 =
𝑝𝑖·𝜏𝑖

∑ 𝑝𝑖·𝜏𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

𝐼𝑆𝑆,𝜆                          (E3) 113 

 114 

2.4. Computational  methods 115 

TD-DFT calculations have been carried out at the PBE0/6-31+G(d,p) computational level[14, 15],  116 

within the Gaussian-09 package[16].  In order to explore the conformation profile of the side chain of 117 

1a,b and 2a,b, nine starting points have been considered by 120º rotation  of the C1’-C2’ and C2’-O/N 118 

bonds. The rotation around the N-C1’ bond has not been considered since only two conformations are 119 

possible that provide enantiomeric conformations. The solvent effect has been taken into account with 120 

the PCM continuum model[17] and the parameters for cyclohexane, acetone and water. In all cases, 121 

frequency calculations have been carried out to confirm that the geometries obtained corresponded to 122 

energetic minima. In addition, the geometry of the conformers has been optimized in the first excited 123 

stated with the TD-DFT methodology in gas phase. 124 

The electron density differences between ground and excited states have been obtained with the 125 

Gaussian-09 facilities and displayed with the Jmol program[18]. 126 

2.5. X-Ray Diffraction of 1a 127 

Many low-quality crystals of compound 1a were mounted and tested on a Bruker APEX-II CCD 128 

diffractometer until a suitable needle shape crystal was collected at 120K. Using Olex[19], the 129 

structure was solved with the ShelXS [20] structure solution program using Direct Methods and 130 

refined with the ShelXL
 
[21]  refinement package using Least Squares minimisation.  131 

Crystal Data for 1a (C17H18N2O3, M =298.33 g/mol): monoclinic, space group P2/c (no. 13), a = 132 

7.1171(2) Å, b = 13.7950(4) Å, c = 15.1220(5) Å, β = 98.8826(17)°, V = 1466.88(8) Å
3
, Z = 4, T = 133 

120.0 K, μ(CuKα) = 0.763 mm
-1

, Dcalc = 1.351 g/cm
3
, 32021 reflections measured (6.406° ≤ 2Θ ≤ 134 

124.84°), 2303 unique (Rint = 0.1252, Rsigma = 0.0576) which were used in all calculations. The final R1 135 

was 0.0724 (I > 2σ(I)) and wR2 was 0.1933 (all data). CCDC 1954522 contains the supplementary 136 
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crystallographic data for compound 1a. These data can be obtained free of charge from the Cambridge 137 

Crystallographic Data Centre[22]. 138 

2.6. Macrophage Culture and Fluorescence Visualization 139 

Macrophages RAW 264.7 (ECACC, Sigma P11) were used for testing naphthalimides 1a,2a and 140 

quinolimides 1b,2b as imaging probes. The cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s 141 

medium enriched with 100 mg/L of sodium piruvate supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum 142 

(FBS), 200 mM L-glutamine, 100 u/mL penicillin and 100 μg/mL of streptomycin (complete 143 

medium). The cell culture was maintained in humidified atmosphere at 37 ºC, with 5 % of CO2 and 95 144 

% of air. The morphology of the cells was studied with an epifluorescence microscope Nikon TE-2000 145 

and with the confocal Laser microscope (CLSM) LEICA TCS SP2 with 7 lines of laser (457, 477, 488, 146 

496, 514, 543, 633 nm). 147 

RAW 264.7 cells were grown to a density of 8 x 10
4
 cells/mL in complete medium, in 24-well 148 

plates incubated for 24 hours. After this time, half of the growing wells were treated with LPS 149 

(Polysaccharides of Escherichia coli, Sigma Aldrich, Spain) at a concentration of 5 μg/mL for 2 h and, 150 

then, treated with the corresponding fluorophore (5 μM). The other half of the wells were treated 151 

directly with the flourophore at the same concentration. The cells were left in the presence of the dyes 152 

for 1 or 2 h. After this time, the cells were fixed with glutaraldehyde (2.5% v/v in H2O) for 15 153 

minutes. They were washed with distilled water twice and mounted and observed under the 154 

microscope. The images of cells treated with our products were compared with images obtained with 155 

the commercial nuclear fluorescent sensor DAPI (Invitrogen
®
). 156 

 157 

3. Results and discussion 158 

3.1. Synthesis 159 

As shown in Scheme 1, the 5-[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]-quinolimide 1b was synthesized from the 160 

corresponding anhydride 3b[11] (Scheme 1) by reaction with N,N-dimethylethylenediamine, while the 161 
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2-[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]-naphthalimide 1a [23] was obtained from the commercially available 4-162 

bromo-1,8-naphthalic anhydride 4a, by reaction also with N,N-dimethylethylenediamine, followed by 163 

treatment with K2CO3 in refluxing MeOH. The 2-(hydroxy)ethyl analogues 2a and 2b were obtained 164 

as previously described[11].  165 

Scheme 1. Synthesis of the naphthalimide 1a and the quinolimide 1b 166 

 167 

3.2. Photophysical properties 168 

The absorption and emission spectra of 1a,b and 2a,b were registered in solvents of varying 169 

polarity and the more significant photophysical data are shown in Table 1. The data show that the 170 

variation at the R
1
 substituent does not affect to the absorption and emission wavelengths, which 171 

display bathochromic shifts with increasing solvent polarity (30-48 nm in max
em

 from CHCl3 to H2O), 172 

but it affects significantly to the extinction coefficients (ε) and to the fluorescence quantum yields (ΦF) 173 

and, therefore, to the fluorescence brightness. While compounds carrying the 2-(hydroxyl)ethyl chain, 174 

2a and 2b, showed a clear solvatochromic behavior, with decreasing ΦF when the solvent polarity 175 

increases, in the compounds carrying the 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl chain, 1a and 1b, ΦF increased with 176 

the solvent polarity and, particularly, with its acidity, such as in trifluoroethanol. Thus, as shown in 177 

Figure 2, the fluorescence intensity increased 22-fold and 14-fold from CH3CN to H2O solution for the 178 

naphthalimide 1a and quinolimide 1b derivatives, respectively. This striking contrasting behavior 179 

must be related to differences in the solvent effects over the excited-state dynamics of these dyes.  180 
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Table 1. Photophysical properties of the naphthalimide and quinolimide derivatives 1a,b and 2a,b 181 

Compd
a
 Solvent λmax

abs 
(nm)

 
ε (M

-1
cm

-1
) λmax

em 
(nm)

 
ΦF

 b
 

1a 

CHCl3 366 8100 428 0.20 

Dioxane 358 6700 425 0.22 

Acetone 359 9700 433 0.14 

EtOH 366 7100 434 0,25 

F3C-CH2OH 371 10100 450 0.63 

MeOH 367 8300 444 0.50 

H2O
c
 376 7200 460 0.63 

1b 

CHCl3 377 3100 457 0.12 

Dioxane 367 2800 457 0.17 

Acetone 370 4900 467 0.04 

EtOH 375 3300 475 0.09 

F3C-CH2OH 380 2900 495 0.63 

MeOH 376 3700 493 0.23 

H2O
c
 381 3200 505 0.26 

2a 

CHCl3 360 14540 428 0.57 

Dioxane 359 12080 426 0.60 

Acetone 357 13610 434 0.43 

EtOH 364 12120 439 0,60 

F3C-CH2OH 373 11950 449 0.32 

MeOH 366 12790 442 0.57 

H2O
c
 375 9650 458 0.30 

2b 

CHCl3 378 8900 457 0.68 

Dioxane 372 8600 460 0.67 

Acetone 371 8170 468 0.56 

EtOH 375 7221 485 0.36 

F3C-CH2OH 379 7870 488 0.29 

MeOH 375 6760 490 0.27 

H2O
c
 381 8220 500 0.16 

aMeasured in duplicate at a 12 M concentration. bQuantum yields calculated with reference to quinine sulfate (in 0.1 M 182 
H2SO4). 

cH2O with 10% of MeOH. 183 

 184 

The behavior of the quinolimide derivatives 1b and 2b was similar to that of the naphathalimide 185 

analogues 1a and 2a, except for the bathochromic shifts in the absorption and emission maxima of the 186 
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quinolimide derivatives (5-12 nm in max
abs

 and 30-50 nm in max
em

) and the higher solvatochromic 187 

behavior of the quinolimide 2b than the naphthalimide 2a. 188 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Emission spectra and 

fluorescence image of 1a (A) and 1b 

(B) upon UV lamp irradiation (ex = 

365 nm) in CH3CN and H2O. 

 

 

 

 

 

To explain the effect of solvent on the photophysical properties (ṽabs and ṽem and ΦF) of 1a,b and 189 

2a,b, we applied the multilinear equation of J. Catalán [24] [y = y0 + aSASA + bSBSB + cSPSP + 190 

dSdPSdP], which uses four empiric scales of solvent effects: dipolarity (SdP), polarizability (SP), 191 

acidity (SA) and basicity (SB). For this purpose, we determined the absorption and emission 192 

frequencies and ΦF in 10 diverse solvents (CHCl3, CH2Cl2, 1,4-dioxane, THF, acetone, isopropanol, 193 

EtOH, MeOH, H2O and trifluoroethanol). The multi-linear analysis of the results, using the four 194 

solvent scales, gave good correlation coefficients (r>0.9) for the absorption and emission frequencies 195 

and showed a main and negative contribution of the acidity coefficient (aSA) (Table 2) for all the four 196 

compounds. This negative value would explain the bathochromic shifts observed increasing the 197 

solvent acidity. Regarding the quantum yields, the results were more diverse. In the 5-[2-198 
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(hydroxyl)ethyl]quinolimide derivative 2b, the analysis showed a clear and negative effect of the 199 

solvent acidity on the ΦF value, in agreement with its clear solvathocromic behavior. For the other 200 

compounds no clear correlations were obtained. 201 

Table 2. Regression coefficients of the Catalán equation applied to study the influence of solvent properties on 202 

the photophysical properties of 1a,b and 2a,b, calculated by the multilinear regression  [y = y0 + aSASA + bSBSB 203 

+ cSPSP  + dSdPSdP]. 204 

Compd y y0 aSA bSB cSP dSdP r 

1a 

ṽabs (cm-1) 29770±1063 -990±232 13±257 -2462±1225 -549±359 0.9591 

ṽem (cm-1) 24306±955 -1225±208 12±231 -628±1101 -741±323 0.9847 

ΦF 0.550±0.487 0.468±0.106 -0.031±0.118 -0.387±0.561 -0.142±0.164 0.9654 

1b 

ṽabs (cm-1) 31877±1147 -1439±299 -96±226 -5848±1302 -1095±322 0.9501 

ṽem (cm-1) 23376±1892 -1761±493 -853±373 -1191±2147 -845±531 0.9696 

ΦF 1.986±0.556 0.082±0.114 -0.497±0.129 -1.917±0.556 -0.435±0.180 0.9344 

2a 

ṽabs (cm-1) 30136±1532 -1532±400 -100±302 -2937±1738 -259±430 0.9296 

ṽem (cm-1) 22895±495 -736±129 22±98 1035±562 -568±139 0.9948 

ΦF 1.038±1.053 -0.099±0.240 -0.082±0.270 -0.513±1.168 -0.245±0.378 0.3905 

2b 

ṽabs (cm-1) 29068±735 -875±192 162±145 -2986±833 -290±206 0.9526 

ṽem (cm-1) 22415±618 -1473±161 -1169±122 65±702 -587±173 0.9968 

ΦF 1.009±0.210 -0.479±0.048 -0.275±0.054 -0.225±0,233 -0.165±0.075 0.9920 

 205 

 206 

3.3. Hindering PET quenching by solvent acidity 207 

With the aim of elucidating the different mechanisms of fluorescence of the 2-208 

(dimethylamino)ethyl derivatives 1a,b from the corresponding 2-(hydroxy)ethyl analogues 2a,b, we 209 

carried out further time-resolved fluorimetry measurements, TD-DFT calculations, and NMR and X-210 

ray diffraction studies as follows. 211 

First, we tested the excited-state dynamics of 1a by following the fluorescence decay traces, using 212 

time-resolved fluorimetry. When dissolved in water, 1a exhibited strictly mono-exponential decay 213 
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traces, with a fluorescence lifetime of 9.99 ± 0.03 ns. In contrast, 1a dissolved in other organic 214 

solvents, such as chloroform, presented two decay components: a long decay time of 7.11 ± 0.02 ns 215 

and a short decay time of 2.69 ± 0.02 ns. Interestingly, the short decay time was a rise-time, with 216 

negative pre-exponential factor at wavelengths above 476 nm. Negative pre-exponential factors are 217 

unequivocally indicative of a reaction in excited-state, by which a more fluorescent species is formed 218 

from the initially excited form, during the time of such excited state. We then performed time-resolved 219 

emission spectroscopy (TRES) of 1a in chloroform to extract the whole spectral information related to 220 

these dynamics. Figure 3A shows how the emission spectra of 1a changed with time during the 221 

excited state.  222 

 

 

 

Figure 3. (A) TRES spectra of 1a in chloroform (ex = 375 

nm) in a time window between 0 and 15 ns after the 

excitation pulse. (B) Corresponding SAEMS of the long 

(blue) and short (red) decay components. 

 

 

 

When analyzing the species-associated emission spectra (SAEMS) of the two decay components 223 

(Figure 3B, A1 and A2) the spectrum associated with the short-lived component (A2) clearly showed a 224 

negative contribution at long wavelengths. This confirms that the initially excited form undergoes a 225 

transformation to a red-shifted, more fluorescent species. In the context of an excited-state reaction, 226 

we can establish that a transformation occurred within 2.69 ns, which gave rise to a red-shifted species 227 

from the blue-shifted form (Scheme 2). The spectral features of the appearing form were similar to 228 
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7.11 ns 9.99 ns

2.69 ns

Folded Extended 

(red-shifted)

	

	

	

	

those found in acidic solvents, such as water and methanol (higher quantum yield and red-shift 229 

emission, see Table 1). Importantly, chloroform has certain acidic behavior. For instance, the acidity 230 

parameter for chloroform in the solvent scale proposed by Catalán is 0.047[24]. Even though it is a 231 

small value, this means that the solvent has a certain ability to withdraw electrons and to form 232 

hydrogen bonding. The low acidity of the solvent could also explain why the excited-state reaction did 233 

not proceed extensively, and it was only detected with a low contribution. In any case, these kinetics 234 

suggested the coexistence of two different emitters, depending on the acidity properties of the solvent. 235 

 

 

Scheme 2. The two-state excited-state kinetic 

system applied to the dynamics of 1a dissolved 

in chloroform. 

 

 

The 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl modified naphthalimide, 1a, showed simple kinetics that could be 236 

resolved with reasonable assumptions. In contrast, the corresponding quinolimide, 1b, exhibited more 237 

complex excited-state dynamics, with three different decay components, even in aqueous solution. 238 

This is probably due to the additional acid-base interaction that the electron pair in the N of the 239 

quinolimide moiety, and the presence of additional prototropic forms in equilibrium (see below). In 240 

any case, the conclusions drawn for the study of 1a, regarding the 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl radical 241 

could be extrapolated to 1b, since that part of the molecule is equivalent in both dyes. 242 

To gain more insights into the nature of these species and to confirm the influence of the solvent’s 243 

acidity, we performed TD-DTF calculations at the PBE0/6-31+G(d,p) computational level[25, 26] 244 

within the Gaussian-09 software [16]. The geometry of the ground (GS) and first singlet excited (ES) 245 
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electronic states of all the studied dyes was optimized in vacuum and in solvents of different polarity 246 

(cyclohexane, acetone, and H2O). The model of continuous solvent PMC and the corresponding 247 

parameters[17] were used for the calculations with solvent. With the aim of exploring the 248 

conformational differences between the 2-(hydroxy)ethyl- and 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl- derivatives, 249 

we used as starting points of the analysis 9 conformations corresponding to 120º rotations around the 250 

C-C and C-O/N bonds of the chain. Frequencies were calculated in all cases to confirm that the 251 

obtained geometries corresponded to energy minima. Three conformations of minimum energy were 252 

obtained for the 2-(hydroxy)ethyl- derivatives 2a and 2b, two of them with the chain folded towards 253 

the naphthalimide or quinolimide rings, with a hydrogen bond between the OH group of the chain and 254 

the C3 or C6 carbonyl group of their respective imide ring, with small differences in the hydrogen bond 255 

distance and the hydroxyl group bond angle. The conformation with the longest hydrogen bond 256 

distance was the energy minimum in gas phase, while that with the shortest hydrogen bond was the 257 

energy minimum in solution. In the third minimum, the chain is folded with the hydrogen bond formed 258 

between the OH and the respective C1 or C4 carbonyl group of the imide ring (Supplementary 259 

Material, Figure S1, conformations A, B and C and Table S1 for the quinolimide 2b). 260 

Four minima were obtained in the case of the 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl- derivatives 1a and 1b. Both 261 

in gas phase and in solution, the two more stable conformations have the 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl 262 

chain folded towards the imide ring above each one of the carbonyl groups, with the free electron pair 263 

of the nitrogen oriented towards the respective carbonyl group and with a 3.38 Å distance between that 264 

nitrogen and those carbon atoms (Supplementary Material, Figures S2 and S3 and tables S2 and S3). 265 

The two other minima, which only differ in the relative orientation of the OMe group, corresponded to 266 

conformations with the 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl chain extended, which move the dimethylamino group 267 

away from the imide ring. In gaseous phase the energy of these two extended conformations was 3.14-268 

3.76 kJ/mol higher than that of the folded conformations, while in solution this energy difference 269 

decreased with the solvent polarity in the way that in H2O it was ≤ 0.7 kJ/mol. The higher stability of 270 

the folded conformations in gaseous phase and non-polar solvents would explain the inhibition of 271 
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fluorescence by a PET effect in these solvents, while in polar solvents, without conformational 272 

preference, there is not a PET. These structural calculations could be confirmed experimentally with 273 

X-ray diffraction experiments, at least for 1a. We could obtain good crystal only for the 2-[2-274 

(dimethylamino)ethyl]-naphthalimide 1a in cyclohexane. Its X-ray diffraction analysis showed 275 

molecular coordinates (Figure 4) similar to those obtained in the TD-DFT conformational analysis. 276 

The distance between the nitrogen side chain and the carbonyl carbon C1 was 3.47 Å, very similar to 277 

that measured in the calculations in gaseous phase or non-polar solvent. 278 

 

Figure 4. X-ray structure of the 1-(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl)-

naphthalimide derivative 1a 

 

 

The energy and molecular distribution of the frontier orbitals HOMO and LUMO of 1a,b and 279 

2a,b, as well as the charge density differences between the ground (GS) and the first singlet excited 280 

electronic (ES) state produced by vertical excitation, were also calculated and the results for the 281 

quinolimide derivatives 1b and 2b are shown in Table 3. In the fluorophores carrying the 2-282 

(hydroxy)ethyl chain, 2a and 2b, both the HOMO and LUMO orbitals are mainly localized at the OMe 283 

group and at the aromatic ring. The charge losses are localized at the OMe oxygen, the C3a and C5 in 284 

the naphthalimide 2a, and N1, C6a and C8 in the quinolimide 2b, while charge increases are localized at 285 

C1, C4 and C9a in 2a and at C3a, C4 and C7 in 2b. However, in the fluorophores carrying the 2-286 

(dimethylamino)ethyl chain, 1a and 1b, the HOMO orbital is mainly localized at this chain, while the 287 

LUMO is localized at the aromatic ring and the OMe group. The charge losses are localized at the 288 

(dimethylamino)ethyl chain, centered at the nitrogen, and at the N1 in the quinolimide 1b. The charge 289 

increases are localized at both imide oxygens and C1, C9 and C9a in the naphthalimide 1a and C3, C3a 290 

and C4 in the quinolimide 1b. Therefore, all these results would explain the PET effect in the 2-291 

3.47 Å 

1a 
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(dimethylamino)ethyl derivatives in non-polar solvents and the different fluorescent behavior with 292 

respect to that of the 2-(hydroxyl)ethyl analogues. 293 

Table 3. HOMO  and LUMO orbitals and charge variation produced by vertical excitation in the quinolimide 294 

derivatives 1b and 2b 295 

Compd
a
 HOMO LUMO  Charge

b
 

1b folded conformation 

   

1b extended conformation 

   

2b 

  
 

a
Main minimum energy conformers. 

b
Charge loss in blue, charge gain in red. 296 

 297 

We complemented the structural study with NMR experiments, with the aim of proving the 298 

influence of the solvent in the conformation of the fluorophores carrying the 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl 299 

chain and in their photophysical properties. We compared the 
1
H-, 

13
C-, and 

15
N-NMR spectra of the 300 

naphthalimide derivative 1a in CDCl3 and H2O (Supplementary Material, Table S4). In 
1
H-NMR the 301 

aromatic protons appeared 0.69-1.17 ppm to a lower field in CDCl3 than in H2O. This deshielding 302 

could be due to the increase in the π ring current produced by the free electron pair of the 303 

dimethylamino nitrogen folded over the ring in CDCl3. However, the dimethyl amino and contiguous 304 

protons appeared 0.65 and 0.44 ppm deshielded in H2O with respect to CDCl3, due to charge removing 305 

from the free electron pair in its interaction with H2O by hydrogen bond or protonation. In 
13

C-NMR 306 

all the carbons appeared at higher field in D2O than in CDCl3. 307 
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The assignment of the 
15

N-NMR spectrum was made based on the 
1
H,

15
N correlation HMBC 308 

spectrum. Changing from CDCl3 to D2O, the signal of the imidic nitrogen was shielded in 4.5 ppm, 309 

while the dimethylamino nitrogen was deshielded in 13.7 ppm. This deshielding is of the same order 310 

as described for the protonation of aliphatic tertiary amines (9-18 ppm) [27]. All these results indicated 311 

a strong interaction of the dimethylamino group with H2O by protonation or hydrogen bond, which 312 

would affect to its conformation and would hinder the PET and increase fluorescence with the solvent 313 

acidity. 314 

3.4. H2O and pH sensing and cell imaging 315 

The photophysical features found for the 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl] derivatives 1a and 1b –these are 316 

a large increase in the fluorescence emission and a red-shift with increasing polarity and acidity of the 317 

solvent– make them ideal candidates for fluorescence applications in spectroscopy and imaging. 318 

Hence, we next explored the potential use of 1a and 1b as H2O and pH sensors. H2O is the most 319 

frequent impurity in organic solvents and its detection is crucial in numerous chemical reactions and in 320 

industrial applications, such as the fuel industry or raw materials for the food industry [28]. Several 321 

naphthalimide-based H2O sensors have been described that function by an ICT mechanism, whose 322 

fluorescence decreases when the amount of H2O increases, but none of them function through a PET 323 

mechanism [29-31]. To analyze the potential use of 1a and 1b as H2O sensors, we determined the 324 

sensing performance and the detection limit (LOD)[32] of small amounts of water in CH3CN, by 325 

measuring the fluorescence maximum intensities of 18 μM solutions of each fluorophore, to which 326 

rising percentages (0-1%) of H2O were added, after excitation at their respective absorption maxima. 327 

We employed a relative calibration, focusing on the variation of the quotient F/F0 versus H2O volume, 328 

where F is the experimental emission intensity and F0 is the reference intensity in the absence of 329 

water[33]. This calibration gave a LOD of 0.34% for the naphthalimide derivative 1a and 0.55% for 330 

the quinolimide derivative 1b. 331 
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We also studied the pH dependence of the properties of 1a and 1b. To minimize the interference 332 

of the acidity of solvent in the sensitivity of 1a and 1b to pH, this was first studied in CH3CN with 333 

increasing amounts of TFA. As shown in Figure 5, both in 1a and 1b, the fluorescence intensity 334 

increased sharply with increasing acid concentration, at pH values below 5.5, reaching a maximum 335 

with the addition of one equivalent of TFA (pH = 4.9). In the case of the naphthalimide 1a, the 336 

fluorescence remained constant, without falling, until pH<1, but in the quinolimide 1b, after the 337 

maximum, it fell back to a minimum at pH = 1. The increases in fluorescence could be explained by 338 

inhibition of the PET, confirming that acidity of the medium can promote switching to an ON state. 339 

Interestingly, the decrease in fluorescence bellow pH = 3 in the quinolimide derivative 1b would be 340 

due to protonation of its N1, which would decrease the intramolecular charge transfer (ICT). These 341 

results indicate that 1b behaves as an OFF-ON-OFF sensor of acidity in organic solvents. However, in 342 

H2O the addition of HCl did not affect the fluorescence emission of 1a, while in 1b the fluorescence 343 

intensity decreased till a minimum at pH = 1 (Figure S4). These results show that the PET does not act 344 

in H2O, since the solvent itself provides the sufficient stability to the extended conformation to prevent 345 

PET, leading to the highly fluorescent form. The addition of further acid to water has no effect in the 346 

properties of 1a and 1b, except for the protonation of the N1 in the quinolimide ring of 1b. 347 

 

 

Figure 5.  Sensitivity of  naphthalimide 1a (A) 

and  quinolimide 1b (B) to pH in CH3CN. 

 

 

The number of polarity sensing fluorophores with OFF-ON features when increasing the 348 

environment polarity is very limited, including acridine [34], pyrene-3-carboxaldehyde [35], and 7-349 

methoxy-4-methylcoumarin [36], which have restricted application due to quenching of their 350 
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fluorescence by protonation and to their low excitation and emission wavelengths [37]. The scarcity of 351 

this type of fluorophores, which emit in polar media, has limited the monitoring of biological 352 

processes that imply an increase in local hydrophilicity. Among the limited examples of this type of 353 

sensors, recently, 2-(trans-(4-hydroxy)-cyclohexylamino)naphthalimide derivatives have been 354 

described as biothiol sensors [38], 2-(2-aminoethyl)-naphthalimide as in cellulo metal sensor [13], and 355 

BODIPY derivatives as sensors of local hydrophilicity in dysfunctional lysosomes [39]. In view of 356 

these precedents and the photophysical behavior of the naphthalimide and quinolimides herein 357 

described, we explored their application as in cellulo imaging probes in macrophages. These are multi-358 

functional immune cells with key roles in host defense and tissue remodeling, which have been widely 359 

studied as models for imaging cellular activity [40-47].  360 

Mouse macrophages were treated with a 5 μM concentration of each fluorophore and, after one 361 

hour of incubation at 37 °C, the cells were visualized by confocal microscopy. The emission of the 362 

derivatives 1a,b and 2a,b was observed with a UV filter (350-439 nm), after excitation with a 364 nm 363 

laser. As shown in Figure 6, cells treated with the 2-(hydroxyl)ethyl derived fluorophores 2a,b (Figure 364 

6B and F) displayed very low fluorescence, almost as control cells, while cells treated with the 2-365 

(dimethylamino)ethyl derived fluorophores 1a,b (Figure 6C,D and 6G,H) showed a significant 366 

increase in fluorescence, localized at the cytoplasm. 367 

 

Figure 6. Confocal microscopy of mouse 

macrophages treated with a 5 μM concentration 

of LPS and then with 1a,b and 2a,b (5 μM). (A, 

E) Untreated cells; (B) Cells labeled with 2a; (C, 

D) Cells labeled with 1a; (F) Cells labeled with 

2b; (G, H) Cells labeled with 1b. 

 

 368 

 369 
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4. Conclusions 370 

The results herein described show that small structural modifications in fluorophores derived from 371 

naphthalimides and quinolimides, such as the replacement of a hydroxyl group by a dimethylamino 372 

group, can change the character of solvatochromic fluorophores (ICT fluorophores) to reversed 373 

solvatochromic ones, with higher emission in polar than in apolar environments, by means of a PET 374 

mechanism of charge transfer through space. 375 

In the excited-state, even in less polar solvents, the folded and extended conformation of the dyes 376 

coexist. We have estimated and described the kinetics of the excited-state reaction of the 2-377 

(dimethylamino)ethyl substituted naphthalimide 1a in chloroform to illustrate its conformational 378 

dynamics in function of the environment acidity. Due to this dynamics, the folded conformation 379 

switches to an extended conformation, giving rise to a red-shifted form. An elegant combination of 380 

photophysical measurements with TD-DFT calculations, X-ray analysis and NMR structural studies 381 

confirmed such a model. Importantly, the presence of folded and extended conformations allowed the 382 

2-(dimethylamino)ethyl derivatives 1a,b to switch from PET-quenched dyes in nonpolar solvents to 383 

ICT-based probes in polar protic solvents, in contrast with the corresponding 2-(hydroxy)ethyl 384 

analogues 2a,b. This controllable switching mechanism allows tailoring the photophysical properties 385 

of PET dyes, providing a way to achieve bright probes in polar and protic solvents that can be used for 386 

cytoplasm cell imaging and as H2O and pH sensors. 387 
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